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From the text: The key tool in the holomorphic classification of finite-dimensional
bounded bicircular domains given by D. Panou [Manuscr. Math. 68, 373-390 (1990;
Zbl 0715.32012)] was the following observation: the 3-graded Lie algebra of vector fields
of type (V) associated with a finite-dimensional weakly associative complex partial
Jordan* triple is unambiguously determined by its restriction to the base space because
the operation R : L 7→ L|F for L ∈ SpanCF�F is injective. Panou’s proof relied heavily
upon the assumptions dim(E) < ∞ and K = C. The author established the injectivity
of the restriction R by an analytic argument for infinite-dimensional complex (or real)
partial JB*-triples with finite-dimensional base space without the assumption of weak
associativity.
The aim of this note is to give a pure algebraic approach to the injectivity of the
restriction R in an elegant algebraic context free of topology. The key tool to this
approach will be the concept of weighted grids introduced in [L. L. Stachó, Weighted
grids in complex Jordan* triples, Acta Sci. Math. (submitted)]. By a weighted grid in
a Jordan* triple F we mean a linearly independent subset G := {gw : w ∈ W} of F
indexed with a figure W contained in some K-real vector space (vector space over the
field Re(K) := {ξ ∈ K : ξ = ξ}) such that

{gugvgw} ∈ Kgu−v+w (u, v, w ∈ W )

with the convention gz := 0 when z is not in W . Grids in Neher’s sense can be regarded
as weighted grids; on the other hand, the description of finite complex weighted grids
can be deduced from classical grid theory. The following theorem is proved:
Theorem: Let E be a partial Jordan* triple whose base space F is spanned by a fi-
nite weighted grid G := {gw : w ∈ W} of non-nil elements. Then the restriction∑

u,v∈W γuvgu�gv 7→
∑

u,v∈W γuvgu�gv|F is injective.
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